AlfaTech / Los Angeles
Senior Electrical Engineer

The Senior Electrical Engineer is a department leadership position, responsible for building and nurturing
client relationships as well as acquire new client relationships. They will work closely with the other
studio leaders to implement and execute our Strategic Plan, while representing AlfaTech’s core values
and brand. The Principal is expected to represent design, inspire our team, continue our growth and
success in our current market sectors and in diversifying our client and project base.
Key Responsibilities
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Serve as the leader for the Electrical Engineering Department
Develop, review and approve proposals, reports, and contract documents
Develop and maintain industry relationships and visibility with current and prospective clients,
sub-consultants, competitor/teaming partners, and potential recruits
Ensure design process is followed and influence usage of technological tools
Take ultimate responsibility for the quality and profitability of projects
Take personal responsibility for coaching, developing and growing staff
Demonstrate leadership by participating as the electrical engineering Thought Leader in
professional organizations, activities and services that further the firm’s vision, value and
relationships

Job Requirements:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Advanced technical knowledge within the electrical discipline
Proven ability to understand and recognize complex design problems
Knowledge of electrical and related California Building Codes
Versatile, self-motivated and articulate
Must possess a valid driver’s license

Education:
▪

Bachelor’s Degree in Electrical Engineering

Certifications & Licenses:
▪

Professional registration in Electrical Engineering is strongly preferred (PE)

Experience:
▪

Minimum 10 years’ experience in the Electrical Engineering Design discipline, inclusive of three
(3) or more years’ experience in management of a studio, practice group, or regional office

Computer Skills:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Experience with AutoCAD & Revit documentation and management, as it applies to Electrical
Engineering
Experience with utilizing EnergyPro
Baseline experience and understanding of AGI32 or Visual (or similar)
Experience with SKM (or similar) preferred

Preferred Experience:
▪
▪

Experience within Corporate Office TI and Core & Shell, Mixed Use/Residential, HealthCare,
Retail, Hospitality and Higher Education markets
Knowledge of Green Building practices and LEED Rating Systems

What AlfaTech brings:
•

•
•

AlfaTech passionately invests in our employees by providing a collaborative,
innovative work environment and the opportunity for personal and professional
growth.
An appreciation for its employees and a culture that reflects that. Plus, the
opportunity to work with great clients on cutting-edge projects.
An exceptionally competitive salary, full benefit package, professional development,
transit/parking allowance, 12 half day Fridays annually and a generous year-end
bonus based on company profits, individual responsibility, and performance.

We provide the tools and a support system to ensure a thriving career. If this environment and
opportunity to work on world-changing projects aligns with your goals, we would love to meet you.
Come work with us!
For more information: www.atce.com
To be considered, apply online at: https://www.atce.com/careers/

Reasonable Accommodations Statement:
To accomplish this job successfully, the individual must be able to perform, with or without
reasonable accommodation, each essential function satisfactorily. Reasonable accommodations
may be made to help enable qualified individuals with disabilities to perform the essential
functions.
The company has reviewed this job description to ensure that essential functions and basic duties
have been included. It is intended to provide guidelines for job expectations and the employee's
ability to perform the position described. It is not intended to be construed as an exhaustive list of
all functions, responsibilities, skills and abilities. Additional functions and requirements may be
assigned by supervisors as deemed appropriate. This document does not represent a contract of
employment, and the company reserves the right to change this job description and/or assign tasks
for the employee to perform, as the company may deem appropriate.

